APPLICATION FORM
It is mandatory to fill out the application form in block letters and in every part; if not, you will be
excluded from the contest.
Send application form and video as indicated in the Notice of Competition, not later than
January 18, 2013.

REGISTRATION FORM
I, the undersigned
( name and surname)………...................................................................................................................
date of birth………………………………place of birth………………..…………………………….
nationality………………………………………………………….…………………………………..
address.........................................................….......................................................................................
country.............................zip code........................................................................................................
phone........................................................................ fax........................................................................
mobile.............................................................. e-mail............................................................................
want to participate to IUFF international upcoming fashion filmmakers, first edition with the
following video:

(Work title)..............................................................................................................................................

Subscribing this form, I do declare to know this contest constitutes an award activity for Italian Law
art. 6, comma a), D.P.R. 430/01 and, therefore, I abjure any claim interrelated with it. By signing
this form, I also declare that I read and approved the competition rules and short film presented is
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original and never presented to any other contest. It does not constitute plagiarism of existing
works.
I also declare:
- To be the original producer and owner of all the whole video and the phonographic and editorial
rights, including those relating in soundtracks and background music as well as any other video and
/ or photographic contribution in the final cut of the work;
- Video incorporates only work, music and movies in public domain, therefore no longer covered by
copyright;
- If not, I have done all SIAE practices relating to the identification of the work contents (as the
attached documentation certifying the fulfillment of SIAE obligation sent with application form and
video), and, in case of work or part of it are not administered by SIAE or other Italian or foreign
companies for copyright protections, to have obtained the appropriate waivers and / or licenses by
authors or by any heirs and / or their mandators, according to "Creative Commons", (as copies
attached with video and application form) for use and synchronization of images, movies and music
which I used into the work.
I finally declare to be aware and fully informed that, in case of such work, or part of it, are not
conformed to all the aspects listed above with the applicable copyright rules, in the case of the
following waiver does not return to IUFF duly signed and / or documentation about permissions and
waivers are not complete and / or true, my work will be excluded from the competition.

place..............................................date..........................................

signature

...................................................................
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WAIVER
I, the undersigned
(name and surname)……………………..…….…………..........................................................................
address.......................................................country.................................zip code.................................
phone.....................................................................fax...........................................................................
mobile............................................................... e-mail..........................................................................
take cognizance of audiovisual work sent to IUFF Srl will become part of its archive,
declare and guarantee:
- to have all the copyrights and all the moral and property rights, in any way connected to the
audiovisual work which I send to IUFF Srl;
- to have obtained from people shot into the work the consent according to Italian Copyright Law
(L. n. 633/1941) and authorization to reproduce in any form (television, movie, web, photo, etc..)
their audiovisual images, waiving about economic claims in any way connected with images or
their sale, and I exempt IUFF Srl, its owners and employees, from any liability should be alleged by
people shot in video for its use and publication;
- my work content respects intellectual and industrial property rights and all the other rights of third
parties, and I exempt IUFF Srl from any administrative, civil and penal liability relating to the use
of my work;
- my video has not obscene, defamatory or offensive contents, and it is not against the public order,
decency or any other law, and I exempt IUFF Srl from any liability could result from dissemination
of my work contents, and I exempt IUFF Srl from any legal action taken by third parties, including
organ of state, as a result of dissemination of the contents above;
- I finally declare that I am aware that IUFF Srl can play my audiovisual work on its website and
during related festivals in order to promote its contest and owes nothing to me. By signing this
release, whereas my work was chosen among thirty finalists:

1- I give for free to IUFF Srl:
the right to use for all purposes (including, commercial and promotional) my audiovisual work in
Italy and abroad, whether partially or totally, including discontinued and / or in combination with its
brand name or logo, and to reproduce and disseminate the work and my name, by any means (e.g.,
television, press, web, cinema, billboards, and any other form of dissemination or hereafter
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invented) without limitation of time, space and broadcast, allowing IUFF Srl to duplicate the work
on any kind of support, without further authorization and without any claims to any title or right.
2- I give for free to IUFF partners:
the right to use my video for popular and promotional use, but not for commercial use, in Italy and
abroad, partially or totally. My information details (name, surname) must be mentioned with IUFF
logo attached. I also give for free to IUFF partners the right to disseminate my work and mentioned
name with any means (television, press, web, cinema, publishing, etc..), without my authorization. I
cannot claim anything for any reason.
I declare and guarantee
to be aware that the work will be committed to myself with a corresponding of 1500,00 euro only in
case of win of the contest and it will be achieved for june 25, 2013 maximum. The legacy owner
will be my purchaser that will have my authorization to use it for any use and without limit of time.

place................................................date..................................................

signature

...............................................................
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TECHNICAL FORM
(write in block letters and send it together with video)
title
................................................................................................................................................................
direction
................................................................................................................................................................
photography
................................................................................................................................................................
operator
................................................................................................................................................................
stylist
................................................................................................................................................................
sound
................................................................................................................................................................
music
................................................................................................................................................................
editing
................................................................................................................................................................
lenght
................................................................................................................................................................
hair
................................................................................................................................................................
make up
................................................................................................................................................................
country
................................................................................................................................................................
original format
................................................................................................................................................................
year
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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fashion designers in the video (if any)
................................................................................................................................................................
other
................................................................................................................................................................
video synopsis
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
author biography
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................

place.............................................date....................................

signature

....................................................................
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DATA PROCESSING INFORMATION ex art. 13 D.Lgs 196/03

IUFF Srl informs that to participate at the contest necessarily implies to comunicate and to process
your personal data ex art. 3 D.Lgs 196/03 (Italian law), for a better management of relations
between us and the participant.
The processing of your personal data will respect the rules and the obligations of privacy, as
follows:
1. Personal data and personal information in our possession are exclusively those communicated by
yourself;
2. Data will be entered and stored in a database. They will be computerized but also handled
through papery procedures. Under the law, this treatment will be based on principles of correctness,
lawfulness and transparency, protecting your privacy and your rights;
3. Data will be kept at IUFF Srl headquarter;
4. Data security is guaranteed by electronic systems and measures of physical impediment;
5. You may, at any time, contact the person in charge for data processing, to exercise the rights ex
Art. 7, D.Lgs 196/03, and in particular get the information of: the origin of your personal data, the
purposes and methods of treatment, the logic applied to the treatment, the identity of the owner and
the manager if named, the categories of persons to whom the data have been possibly
communicated;
6. You can also have the confirmation of the existence of your data in our archives and get update,
verification, integration and deletion of data, and totally or in part oppose to their use;
7. to assert your rights as defined above, you may simply contact IUFF Srl manager by registered
letter.

I have the above information, made ex art. 13 D.Lgs.196/03, and I agree the processing of my
personal data.

place................................................date.....................................

signature.............................................
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